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INTRODUCTION

The Marine Corps Community Services (MCCS) golf course on Parris Island,
South Carolina, was extensively modified in 2000 (Figure 1).This work resulted in the
closing ofthree holes (the seventh, eighth, and ninth) that currently overlay the Santa
Elena archaeological site (Figure 2); replacements for these three holes were constructed
to the west of Belleau Wood Road. The course driving range, which occupies the space
surrounded by the three original holes, has been retained, but with extensive
modifications including a new irrigation system. The only part ofthis irrigation system
directly impacting the archaeological deposits ofthe Santa Elena site was a 100 ft long
buried pipeline to carry water from the east side of Belleau Wood Road east across the
former ninth fairway (Figure 2). This pipeline will supply irrigation water to the driving
range.
The pipeline ditch, as described in golf course planning documents, would be 2.5
ft deep adjacent to Belleau Wood Road, and from there its base would gradually slope up
to the ground surface over its 100 ft length. In order to mitigate the impact of this
pipeline ditch, archaeologists from the South Carolina Institute ofArchaeology and
Anthropology and the Institute for Southern Studies, University of South Carolina,
excavated a 5 ft wide and 100 ft long trench over the proposed pipeline trench corridor.
This report details the results of those excavations.
Site History

The tract of land occupied by the Santa Elena town remains has a long history of
occupation. Although there are earlier scattered tools on the·site, intensive use ofthe area
does not appear to have begun until about 4,200 years ago when peoples who made fibertempered pottery began living along the island's shoreline and exploiting the rich
resources found in the nearby marshes (DePratter and South 1995:35-38). Those early
Native American occupations were the beginning of a long sequence of occupations that
extended up until the early eighteenth century when surviving Native American
populations were replaced by an influx of European settlers (DePratter and South
1995:38-47;WaddellI980:4-15).
The proposed pipeline is on the eastern edge ofthe Santa Elena site, the location
of a major sixteenth century Spanish settlement that was occupied from 1566 to 1587.
This settlement has been the focus of a major archaeological project during the past 21
years (South 1979, 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985; South et al. 1988; DePratter and South
1995; South and DePratter 1996; South and Hunt 1986). The remains ofa French fort,
Charlesfort, lie beneath one ofthe two known Spanish forts on the Santa Elena site
(DePratter et al. 1996).
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Figure J. Detail of USGS topographic map showing the southern portion of Parris Island with the location
of the 38BU 162U pipeline trench indicated by dot near Club House.
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Figure 2. 38BUI62U Project map. East end of golf course with 100 ft trench, stripped area and airplane wing.

With the arrival of a new group of English-speaking settlers beginning in 1670,
the south end of Parris Island was soon converted to plantations where rice, indigo,
cotton, and other crops were grown through the use of slave labor. Plantation period
remains are found across the entire Santa Elena site area (Butler et ale 1995; DePratter
and South 1995:50-59). The plantation period ended with the invasion of Port Royal
Sound by Union forces in 1861 (Rowland et ale 1996). For the next 57 years the island
was home to a community of African Americans descended from slaves.
Beginning in 1876, the landing at the north end of the island was the site ofa
naval coaling station, and in 1881 a "lighthouse" and a keeper's station were constructed
on the southern tip of the island immediately adjacent to the Santa Elena site. In 1891,
the Port Royal Naval Station, located on the northeast corner of the island, was dedicated,
and work on the dry dock there was completed in 1895. The first Marine Corps unit was
assigned to the island in 1891, and in the next two decades the island housed a variety of
Marine Corps facilities including an officer's school and a short-lived recruit depot. In
1911, a Marine Corps disciplinary barracks was built on the north end of the island. In
1915, control of the island was transferred from the Navy to the Marine Corps, and in that
same year a recruit depot was established on the island. In the early years, most ofthe
training facilities were located on the north end of the island, but by 1916, the Maneuver
Grounds, constructed on the Santa Elena site, were in operation. The Maneuver Grounds
operated between 1916 and 1918, and materials dating to this period are found across the
Santa Elena site area including the pipeline trench corridor (Alvarez, n.d.:15-47;
DePratter and South 1995: 59-68).
With the abandonment of the Maneuver Grounds, the southern end of the island
returned to use by black residents, who were allowed to reside on the island until 1938
(pepper, 1951). Beginning in 1937 and continuing until 1946, the Santa Elena site are
was used as an artillery and bombing range. In 1946, construction started on the golf
course, and it was completed by 1948. The seventh, eighth, and ninth holes and the
driving range were constructed on and around the Santa Elena site (USACE 1999a:2-58).
The pipeline trench is in an area that was occupied and used by human inhabitants
for several thousand years. The distribution ofarchaeological remains relating to these
multiple occupations was mapped during the Santa Elena boundary survey cited above
(DePratter and South 1995). No concentration of materials relating to any single
component were anticipated given the evidence collected during the boundary survey, but
evidence relating to each of the multiple uses ofthe area was expected. Results of the
pipeline trench excavations are reported below.

WORK HISTORY

Excavations along the pipeline corridor were conducted between March 20 and
31, 2000 (Figures 3 and 4). Laboratory processing of collections, analysis, and report
writing were conducted in May through July, 2000. All collections processing was
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carried out using facilities ofthe South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology at the University of South Carolina, Columbia
METHODS

Standard excavation techniques were employed in excavation of the 5 X 100 ft
pipeline trench (Figure 3). All field measurements were recorded in ft and tenths of ft.
Elevations were based on a USMC brass monument, Ribault 1980, located adjacent to the
Charlesfort monument inside Fort San Marcos. The elevation for this monument is 6.662
ft with that elevation based on the NAD 1927 survey. Additional information concerning
excavation techniques used in previous Santa Elena Project excavations can be found in
DePratter and South (1995).
Field Methods

The 100 ft long trench excavation was divided into 20 5 X 5 ft squares numbered
2 through 21with provenience "1" reserved for any surface fmds (Appendix III). Each
square was excavated by natural zones, which were assigned lettered sub-proveniences.
Generally the zone provenience letters "A" and "B" matched the natural zones that are
normally called "A" and "B" in Santa Elena excavations (see "Stratigraphy," below).
The exception was Square 2, where the uppermost, twentieth century zone was divided
into two proveniences, which resulted in the normal "B" zone being designated "2C".
With this one exception, provenience letter "C" was assigned to levels excavated in
subsoil. The 35 cultural features recorded in the 5 X 100 ft excavation were assigned
provenience numbers 22 through 56. Provenience 57 was assigned to the general surface
collection from the stripped area in the driving range, while provenience 58 was assigned
to the single artifact collected from the aircraft wreckage in the driving range (Appendix
III).
The 5 X 5 ft units were excavated with shovel and trowel, and all fill was
screened in power screens with 0.25 in mesh. Material retained in the power screens was
waterscreened, hand-picked, bagged, and sent to the lab for processing and analysis. All
cultural material was collected and retained with the exception oftwentieth century
gravel and asphalt, and shell from twentieth century contexts, which was sampled. All 35
cultural features were completely excavated within the 5 X 100 ft area, with the
exception of those portions oftwentieth century utility ditches that continued below the
water table. All feature soil was water screened and all cultural material was collected
excepting shell from the utility ditches, which was sampled. Excavation data forms were
prepared for each 5 X 5 ft unit and each feature. The entire floor ofthe 100 ft excavation
was drawn at the base of the "B" zone (Figure 4), and profiles of 10 5 X 5 ft squares were
drawn (Figure 5).
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Figure 3. 38BU162U. Five by 100 ft pipeline trench, view to east
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Lab Methods
In the SCIAA laboratory space in Columbia, the artifacts were washed, dried,
sorted, and mended, and some items, including the Native American sherds and historic
items selected for illustration, were permanently labeled with provenience. Several
significant metal artifacts were cleaned and conserved using electrolytic reduction. All
processed artifacts were re-bagged in new, archival zip-lock bags.
The analysis (Appendix IV) grouped material into five broad categories, including
Native American, sixteenth century Spanish, eighteenth and nineteenth century
plantation, twentieth century Marine Corps and golf course, and "weighed and sampled
materials." The latter included shell and other temporally ambiguous material, as well as
twentieth century materials that were better characterized by weight or presence than by
item count. As the collection was relatively small but quite diverse, the analysis was
recorded as a simple list of items and counts by provenience rather than in a spread sheet
or database format.
In general the collection was comprised of recognized types and varieties
described in published references. For the Native American ceramics references include
DePratter (1979, 1984, and 1991), Sassaman (1993), and Waring (1968). The small
Spanish collection was identified in keeping with typologies found in Goggin (1960,
1968) and South, Skowronek, and Johnson (1988). The eighteenth and nineteenth
century materials are covered in Miller (1980), No~H Hume (1970), and South (1970).
The sources for twentieth century material were more obscure and included U. S. Bureau
of Ordnance (1947), U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (1999a, 1999b), Office, Chiefof
Ordnance (n.d.), and U. S. Marine Corps (1917).
The collection will be curated at the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology Curation Facility with the remainder of the Charlesfort/Santa Elena
artifacts under an agreement with the USMC Museums Branch.

STRATIGRAPHY
The 5 X 100 ft excavation revealed two major cultural zones overlying a
"subsoil" zone that was not, in fact, entirely sterile (Figure 5). The three zones were
fairly typical of the stratigraphic sequences seen elsewhere in the Santa Elena vicinity.
The uppermost, "A" zone was essentially the twentieth century zone. This "A"
was comprised of two components that were combined in excavation, including a thin
golf course humus/topsoil, and a World War I era zone of dark gray/brown loamy sand
that contained ample evidence for the construction, use, and destruction ofthe Maneuver
Grounds complex (see below). In the Santa Elena site area, the "A" zone is often readily
distinguished by small fragments of the oyster shell that was used for landscaping and
paving on the Maneuver Grounds (Omanson 1997:18). In some areas a dense crushed
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shell surface or lens defines the base of "A," and this was the case in Squares 2, 3, and 4
ofthe 38BU162U excavation. The "A" zone also contained material from all earlier
periods, demonstrating that it was composed, in part, of disturbed or redeposited soils. It
is possible that some portion of the "A" zone soil was introduced as fill, either during
World War I or in the landscaping of the golf course, which was completed by 1948
(USACE 1999a: 2-58).
The "B" zone in the 38BU162U excavation was the remaining pre-World War I
"plow zone." "Ditch zone" or "agricultural zone" might be more appropriate terms, as
very little evidence for plowing has been seen in Santa Elena site excavations - ditching
with hoes or shovels was clearly the preferred method of field preparation in the
sixteenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. In the 5 X 100 ft excavation, the "B"
zone was typically a medium gray/brown loamy sand that began at the base of "A"
(where it was abruptly truncated by World War I disturbance), and ended less abruptly
with a transition to tan or light gray subsoil. Individual agricultural ditches that
essentially comprise the 'loB" zone were not distinguished until the deepest of them were
defmed against a subsoil background. The "B" zone contained primarily Native
American and sixteenth century Spanish artifacts, although it also contained a few
plantation period and twentieth century artifacts; the twentieth century artifacts were
mostly ordnance items that were probably intrusive (Table 1).

Table 1. 38BU162U. Artifact Distribution by Excavation Zones.
Native
American

Plantation
Period

Spanish

Twentieth
Century

TOTALS

Zones

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

A

67

62.6

20

57.2

78

89.7

459

96.6

624

B

33.7
3.7

13

37.1

9

10.3

16

3.4

74

C

36
4

2

5.7

0

0

0

0

6

Totals

107

100.0

35

100.0

87

100.0

475

100.0

704

In the context of the Santa Elena project, the term "subsoil" is understood to mean
an apparently undisturbed, uncultivated soil that is essentially sterile of historic material.
It is typically a tan, yellow, or very light gray sand underlying the "B" zone, and is the
background against which most features are defined. It is not sterile of prehistoric
material, and sherds, lithics and shell are occasionally found in the leached, undifferentiated sand. In the 38BU162U excavation 0.5 ft levels were excavated in the
subsoil in six different squares (5, 7, 9, 10, 13, and 16), and one square (19) had two 0.5
ft levels excavated in the subsoil. These subsoil excavations yielded a total of four small
late prehistoric Native American sherds including two late prehistoric Irene period sherds
and two unidentifiable sherdlets, two small Spanish olive jar sherds, and one gram of
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shell. All six sherds were from a single square. These subsoil artifacts do not represent a
buried occupation zone; they are instead examples of artifacts introduced into the subsoil
by root action, rodent disturbance, or other random acts of nature. Elsewhere on the site
there are Archaic and Early Woodland artifacts buried in subsoil, but none were found in
the pipeline trench excavations.
CULTURALCO~ONENTS

Excavations for the proposed pipeline trench produced evidence of occupation
spanning a period of more than 2500 years (Appendix IV). Recovered artifacts indicate
a series ofNative American occupations, a Spanish occupation, possible use of the area
as agricultural fields by the Spanish and then a more intensive use during the plantation
period, development and use ofa USMC training facility in the World War I era use as an
artillel)' range and bombing range in the 1930's and 1940's, and finally the use of the
area as a golf course beginning in the late 1940s.
Native American
Native American presence in the trench excavation was represented by 157
pottel)' sherds and 200 small, residual pottel)' fragments. The collection was small, but it
provided a good indication of the use ofthis area over a long span of time.
The earliest Native America pottel)' found was Refuge Plain (Waring 1968;
DePratter 1979) which dates to about 1000 B.C. to 500 A.D. Only three sherds of this
type were recovered from the 100 ft excavation. A single Deptford Check Stamped (c.
400 B.C. to A.D. 500) sherd that may be associated with the Refuge sherds was also
recovered (DePratter 1979, 1991) (Figure 6A). These Refuge and Deptford sherds were
found in Squares 2 and 3 at the western end of the trench. These three sherds are part of
a broader Refuge/Deptford distribution that is scattered across the Santa Elena site, with
the greatest concentration of sherds in the area of the eighth hole and ninth tee (DePratter
and South 1995:38-40).
A single sherd of Chatham County Cord Marked (dates uncertain) was found in
Feature 55A (DePratter 1991) (Figure 6). The sherd is part ofa scatter ofthis type seen
across the Santa Elena site with no concentrations found to date. Two Wilmington (c.
A.D. 600 to 1000) sherds were found in Square 15. These sherds, one plain and one cord
marked, are typical of the series (DePratter 1979, 1991). They are representative ofa
WilmingtonlSt. Catherines period occupation that extends across the Santa Elena site
with concentrations located just east of the pipeline trench and in the area of the eighth
hole and ninth tee (DePratter and South 1995: 41-44). A cluster of St. Catherines period
sherds (A.D. 1000 to 1200) was found in the eastern end ofthe pipeline trench (DePratter
1979, 1991) (Figure 6C-E). Square 20 contained two St. Catherines Cord Marked sherds.
Feature 54, a small prehistoric oyster shell-filled feature in Square 20, contained one St.
Catherines Cord Marked and two sand and clay tempered cord marked sherds that may be
related (Figure 7). As initially exposed, Feature 54 appeared to be a small, basin-shaped
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pit with shell fill on its northeast side. While no feature edge was visible, the
arrangement of shell suggested there was a pit. On excavation, however, the apparent
depth of the feature was found to be confined to two, narrow, shell-filled root channels
penetrating into the subsoil. Feature 54 was probably a small, oyster shell deposit that
was later disturbed by the growth of a tree, the stain of which has faded away with time.
Feature 55, a twentieth century feature which cut into Feature 54, contained four
additional St. Catherines Cord Marked sherds that probably originated in Feature 54.
This concentration of St. Catherines material indicates a limited use of the area around
the pipeline during this period.

A

B

D

c

E

F

G

Figure 6. 38BU162U. Native American Ceramics. A. Deptford Check Stamped (3A);
B. Chatham County Cord Marked (55A); C. SI. Catherines Cord Marked (20B);
D. SI. Catherines Cord Marked (55A); E. SI. Catherines Cord Marked (55A);
F. Irene rim with punctuated applique strip (55A); G. Irene Complicated Stamped (19A)
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Figure 7. 38BUI62U-54. Native American shell feature, view to northwest.

The majority (67 of81 identifiable sherds) of the Native American pottery found
in the pipeline trench excavations was made and used during the early Irene period (c.
A.D. 1325 to 1425) (DePratter 1991) (Figure 6F, G). Irene sherds were found in 16 of
the 20 squares excavated in the 100 ft trench, and three histone penod features, numbers
22, 25, and 55, also contained Irene sherds. Similar material is found across the entire
Santa Elena site area, indicating a major occupation during the late prehistoric period
(DePratter and South 1995:44,46,51). None of the Irene sherds found in trench
excavations is identifiable as contemporary with the Spanish occupation of Santa Elena.
In addition to the 81 typed sherds discussed above, another 76 sherds were
recovered that were large enough to allow identification by type, but either exhibited no
distinctive surface treatment or had surfaces too damaged or "eroded" to allow
identification. These unidentified sherds undoubtedly belong to the same periods of
occupation as those discussed previously. These are listed below by paste and surface
treatment characteristics.
Two hundred small "sherdlets" were also found in trench excavations. These
residual sherds (less than 0.5 in. in diameter) were simply grouped into broad paste
categories (below). It is likely that they result, in part, from the long period of intensive
agriculture to which the Santa Elena site has been subjected; repeated cultivation has led
to a great deal of breakage in the prehistoric pottery assemblage.
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Table 2. 38BU162U. Native American Ceramics.
Sherds

Irene Plain
Irene Burnished
Irene Incised
Irene Complicated Stamped
Irene Fabric Impressed
Irene rim with punctuated applique strip
Irene stamped
Irene eroded

45
4
1

9
1
1

3
3

St. Catherines Plain
St. Catherines Cord Marked

1

sand tempered plain
sand tempered burnished
sand tempered punctuated
sand tempered brushed
sand tempered stamped
clay tempered plain
clay tempered brushed
clay tempered incised
clay tempered stamped
clay tempered eroded

15
1
I
1
1

sand and clay tempered plain
sand and clay tempered cord marked
sand and clay tempered eroded

7
2
1

grit tempered brushed
grit tempered eroded

1
2

9
I
1

6
3

6

Wilmington Plain
Wilmington Cord Marked
Chatham County Cord Marked
Deptford Check Stamped
Refuge Plain

1

3

sand and grit tempered plain
sand and grit tempered eroded

22
1

grit and clay tempered plain

r'

Total sherds

157

Residual Sherds

sand tempered
clay tempered
sand and clay tempered
sand and grit tempered

1
21
II
167

Total residuals

200

Sixteenth Century
Spanish Santa Elena, one-time capital of Spanish Florida, was occupied for 21
years (1566-1587). Archaeological excavations have been carried out on the Santa Elena
site since 1979 (South 1979, 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984; South and Hunt 1985; South,
Skowronek, and Johnson, 1988; DePratter and South 1995; South and DePratter 1996;
DePratter, South, and Legg 1996).
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Spanish Santa Elena was represented in the 100 ft excavation by 41 artifacts; no
Spanish features were identified. Thirty-nine of the Spanish artifacts were ceramic
sherds, including 33 olive jar sherds (Goggin 1960; Deagan 1987:30-35; South et al.
1988:271-274), two Columbia Plain majolica sherds (Goggin 1968:117-121; Deagan
1987:57-59; South et al. 1988:209-219), one Mexican Red Painted (Deagan 1987:43-44;
South et al. 1988:259) sherd, and three Santa Elena Redware sherds (Deagan 1978:37-38;
South et al. 1988:266; South and DePratter 1996: 60, 62) (Figure 8A-E). The sherds
were generally very small and eroded. Also recovered were a fired musket or arquebus
ball and the head of a large nail or spike, both probably Spanish (South et al. 1988:33-58,
75-80)(Figure 8F).
Fifteen Spanish artifacts were found below the disturbed WWVgoif course "A"
zone, demonstrating that the Spanish component was indeed in place and was not
introduced by twentieth century grading or filling. Spanish material was concentrated in
the western end of the 100 ft trench, with 32 of 41 artifacts recovered from Squares 2
through 9, no artifacts from Squares 10 through 12, and nine artifacts from Squares 13
through 21. The density of Spanish material in the trench is very low relative to that seen
in Santa Elena proper (located 400 ft to the east), where a similar excavation would have
yielded hundreds of sixteenth century artifacts (Figure 9). However, even the very minor
presence of Spanish material in the pipeline trench suggests some sort of Spanish
occupation or activity in the immediate vicinity.
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Figure 8. 388U162U. Spanish Artifacts: A. Olive jar sherd (SA); B. Olive jar sherd (27);
C. Columbia Plain majolica sherd (SA); D. Mexican Red Painted sherd (19A);
E. Santa Elena Redware sherd (19A): F. Musket or arquebus shot (178)
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(DePratter and South 1995) with 388UI62U investigations indicated.
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Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century
The area ofthe present Parris Island golf course was formerly included in
plantations named, in turn, for owners John Barnwell, Robert and Thomas Means, and
Henry and Thomas Fuller, between the mid-eighteenth century and the Civil War (Butler,
et al, 1995:24-57; DePratter and South 1995:50-59; Hayward and Steinback 1997). Two
major plantation era occupations have been identified archaeologically in the course of
Santa Elena investigations. These include a primarily antebellum component located just
east ofFt San Felipe, and an eighteenth century/antebellum site in the vicinity ofthe golf
club house. Either location may include a planter's house as well as a slave settlement
(South 1979: 23-26; DePratter and South 1995: 52-59; South and DePratter 1996: 24,25;
DePratter and South 1998).
The plantation era was represented in the 38BU162U excavations by a small but
varied collection of artifacts (Figure 10). Much of the weighed material (such as shell
and brick) was probably deposited during that period as well (Appendix IV). In addition,
the numerous agricultural ditches recorded in the 100 ft trench probably date to the
plantation era or to later in the nineteenth century, when the former plantation was
fanned by freedmen (Butler et al 1995: 49-57).
Agricultural ditch remnants accounted for 24 of the 35 cultural features (Features
25,28-40,42,44-46, and 48-53) recorded in the 38BU162U excavations (South and
DePratter 1996:24-5) (Figure 4). The ditches had gray to brown fill with diffuse edges
and were consistently intruded on by twentieth century features with more distinct edges.
All of the agricultural ditches were roughly aligned at about 10 degrees east of north with
a single exception (Feature 42), which was perpendicul~ to the others. On excavation,
the ditches were found to be quite shallow, typically 0.05 to 0.3 ft in depth.
All agricultural ditches were completely excavated and their fill water-screened.
They were found to contain only a few artifacts including two very small twentieth
century objects that were obviously intrusive, a few Native American sherds, and a total
ofabout 10 grams of shell. This dearth of material (including a total absence of
plantation period material) might suggest a very early origin for the features, but it may
be that the excavated portions of these ditches were largely remnants represented by root
and leaching stains in the subsoil. The upper portions ofthese same ditches may in fact
have contained artifacts, but ditch outlines were not discernible higher up in the "B"
zone, which is comprised mostly of ditches. As can be seen in Table 1, however, the
entire "B" zone contains relatively few plantation period artifacts. The agricultural
ditches might date as late as the early twentieth century, but are more likely eighteenth or
nineteenth century in origin. The project vicinity was apparently not under cultivation in
1916, when construction of the Maneuver Grounds began (DeRoode 1916) (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. 38BU162U. Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Artifacts. A. Colonoware sherd (9A);
B. Colonoware sherd (8B); C. Crearnware sherd (4A); D. Green shell edged pearlware sherd (4A);
E. Dipped ware pearlware sherd (2B/22); F. Dipped ware pearlware sherd (2B/22);
G. Black transfer printed whiteware sherd (4A); H. Blue transfer printed pearlware sherd (2B);
I. Blue shell edged whiteware sherd (55A); J. Dark olive-green bottle fragment (2B/22);
K. Ball clay pipe bowl fragment (4A); L. Ball clay pipe stem fragment (4A);
M. U.S..69 caliber rifled musket bullet ("Minie" ball), fired (18A).
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Figure 11. Detail of DeRoode Map of Parris Island (1916) showing the location of the 38BU162U pipeline trench.
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A total of 102 objects from the 100 ft trench were classified as "plantation era"
artifacts (Figure 10). Like the Native American and Spanish artifacts, most of the
plantation artifacts were very small. The collection included 39 ceramic sherds, 27 glass
bottle fragments, 24 wrought and cut nails and fragments, eight smoking pipe fragments,
an iron utensil handle, a Civil War bullet, a horseshoe, and a chunk of Dover (?) flint
(Appendix IV). The ceramics included 10 colonoware sherds, five creamware sherds, 21
sherds of various pearlwares, and three whiteware sherds (Godden 1966; Noel Hume
1970; Miller 1980). The colonoware was mostly of a very sandy, coarse variety found in
abundance in the probable slave settlement just west ofthe golf club house (Baker 1972;
Ferguson 1992:3-22). The various refined earthenwares comprising the remainder of the
ceramics collection suggest a date range from the late eighteenth century to the mid
nineteenth century. The dark olive green bottle fragments from 38BU162U are from at
least two cylindrical, un-molded "wine" bottles, a case bottle, and a molded ale or
whiskey bottle. The pipe stem and bowl fragments are similarly small and poorly
diagnostic, but are not inconsistent with the late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century
range suggested by the remainder of the material (Noel Hume 1970:296-307). The Civil
War bullet, a fired, .69 caliber Minie ball, is probably an artifact ofthe Federal picket
presence on Parris Island, which included a small camp on the site of Santa Elena (Price
1875: 148-50).
Of the 101 plantation period artifacts, 93 were recovered from the "A" zone. A
likely explanation for this distribution is that originally during the plantation period the
area under discussion was in agricultural fields. This would explain the scarcity of
plantation period artifacts in the "B" zone at the time when the agricultural ditches were
dug and used for the production of crops. Then at some point in time, the fields in the
vicinity of our excavations were abandoned and converted to some other use. It was
during this later period that the majority of the plantation period artifacts were deposited
in the "A" zone. The fact that approximately two-thirds of the plantation period "A"
level artifacts were in the six 5 ft squares (2-7) closest to the road suggests that these later
activities may have been adjacent to the plantation road that preceded Belleau Wood
Road..
It is not clear what sort of occupation or activity is represented by the plantation
material from the 38BU162U excavation. Intensive shovel testing in 1994 and 1999
revealed no substantial concentration of contemporary material in the vicinity that might
suggest a nearby habitation or dump locus (DePratter and South 1995), although the
surrounding area contains a low density scatter of artifacts from the plantation period and
a tabby ruin of this era is located approximately 200 ft to the south (Figure 12).
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Figure 12, Map showing distribution of eighteenth and nineteenth century artifacts recovered by the
38BU162Q shovel testing project (DePralter and South 1995) with 38BU162U investigations indicated,
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World War I
Beginning in January, 1916, the area east of present Belleau Wood Road,
including all of the Santa Elena site, was developed as a basic training cantonment called
the Maneuver Grounds. By 1918 the complex included formal tent camps for several
thousand recruits and wood-frame buildings including mess halls, latrines, officers'
quarters, and a hospital (Figure 13, 14) (DePratter and South 1995: 59-67; Omanson
1997: 18-24; Alvarez n.d.: 64). Although period maps of the Maneuver Grounds
(Rogers 1918; Tittoni 1920) do not show an existing or proposed structure in the
immediate vicinity of the 38BU162U excavation, a substantial World War I era
occupation was indicated by the archaeology.
The World War I era materials occurred almost exclusively in the "A" zone and in
several features. Maneuver Grounds material was concentrated in the western 15 to 20 ft
of the 100 ft excavation, where wire nails, cinders, and other artifacts were abundant, and
where crushed shell was dense enough to clearly delineate a World War I surface
overlying the undisturbed portion of the plantation plow zone (see discussion of this
crushed shell material above).
Two possible World War I period features (Features 23 and 55) were recorded in
the 100 ft excavation (Figure 4). Feature 23 was a formally dug ditch, running northsouth at about 10 degrees west of north. This feature did not contain any artifacts or
other clues suggesting function, but it probably dates to the Maneuver Grounds period as
it contained no crushed shell but it intruded on plantation period agricultural ditch
Feature 37.
Feature 55 (Figure 15) was a very large, 3.1 ft deep, backfilled excavation that
was only partially exposed in our pipeline excavation. The exposed portion is at least 7.2
ft long east/west, and is wider north/south than the 5 ft wide excavation trench. The
lower fill of Feature 55 included a large deposit of black, organic soil (designated 55B),
apparently dumped in a pile on the subsoil floor. Initially, it appears, this was the extent
of deliberate backfilling. The walls of the excavation were allowed to erode for some
time, creating gullies and depositing "A" and "B" soils and shell from nearby Feature 54
around the pile of subsoil. Eventually the remaining depression was deliberately
backfilled, primarily with yellow, clayey sand (designated 55A) similar to the subsoil in
the floor of the feature. The 55A fill contained a wide range of materials most of which
dated to World War I. The 55B fill included similar materials, but also a high explosive
shell fragment, suggesting that the feature remained open until at least 1937 (see
discussion below). Too little of Feature 55 was exposed to suggest its extent or nature,
but it may be a small portion of one of the many trenches dug on the Maneuver Grounds
for tactical and field fortification training (Alvarez n.d.: 47, 64; Hundertmark, 1916:1;
War Department 1918:175-178) (Figure 16).
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Figure 13. Detail ofTittoni map of Parris Island (1920) showing the location of the pipeline trench.
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Figure 14. Photograph of Maneuver Grounds tent encampment, Parris Island (from Culp 1918).

Few diagnostic World War I military artifacts were found in the 100 ft pipeline
trench. They included training company brass insignia letters "D" and "F," two USMC
button closure snaps for the MI910 web equipment, a broken, brass lacing hook from a
canvas legging, and two clips of five, inert.30 '06 (.30 caliber, M1906) drill cartridges
for the U.S. MI903 Springfield rifle (Figure 17). The 10 drill cartridges bear headstamps
indicating eight different dates of manufacture between August, 1908, and January, 1912,
all at the Frankford Arsenal.
While military items were rare, architectural artifacts and other materials dating to
the World War I period were abundant. Architectural artifacts included wire nails,
window glass, granite gravel, tar paper fragments, ceramic sewer or water pipe
fragments, and quantities of the finely broken, eroded oyster shell that was used for
paving and landscaping throughout the Maneuver Grounds (Omanson 1997: 18). Coal
cinders and unburned coal fragments were common, as were jar and bottle fragments in
clear, manganese, aqua, and brown glass. The assemblage is typical of collections from
excavations in Maneuver Grounds contexts to the east and south (DePratter and South
1995: 59-67; South and DePratter 1996: 26-28).
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Figure 15. 388U162U. Profiles of Feature 55.

Figure 16. Photograph of recruits entrenching on the Maneuver Grounds (from U. S. Marine Corps 1918).
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Figure 17. 38BU162U. World War I Maneuver Grounds and 1930s Artillery Range Artifacts.
A. .30 '06 drill cartridges and stripper clip (lOA); B. USMC training company "0" hat insignia (55A);
C. USMC training company "F" hat insignia (17A); D. USMC web equipment closure snap, button-face
type; E. Fragment ofhigh-explosive artillery shell (3A); F. Fragment of copper rotating band, highexplosive artillery shell (26); G. .50 in lead-alloy shrapnel balls (55A, 16B)
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Artillery and Bombing Ranges
In the late 1930s the last of the civilian farmers residing on Parris Island were
evicted and ranges for live artillery fire and targets for aerial practice bombing were
established by 1937 (pepper, 1951). Visiting USMC artillery units fired on the Parris
Island ranges in (at least) 1937, 1938 and 1939, expending several thousand rounds of
75mm ammunition, including both shrapnel and high explosive shells (USACE 1999a:
2.4,2.71-2-76, Plate 2; USACE 1999b: C79-C88). Artillery artifacts from the
38BU162U excavation included four fragments of high explosive shells and three leadalloy balls from shrapnel shells, all consistent with the documented 75mm ammunition
(Office, Chief of Ordinance, n.d.) (Figure 17). While the designated impact areas
(targets) for the frre were north and east of the present golf course, artifacts of the
shelling have been found throughout the Santa Elena site (DePratter and South 1995: 6669, 103-106).
The primary target for practice aerial bombing was initially located on the east
side of Page Field to the north of the present golf course. Aircraft based at Page Field
and at other bases in the region dropped non-explosive, miniature practice bombs on
targets consisting of concentric circles outlined in lime (USACE 1999a: 2.52-2.54, Plate
4). In 1942 the Page Field target was eliminated and a new target was established,
centered about 600 ft north-northeast of the 38BU162U excavation, near the old eighth
hole on the golf course (which was of course not constructed until after World War II).
An additional target was established at some point in the tidal flat south of the present
clubhouse (USACE 1999a: 2.58-2.60, 2.80-2.82, Plate 4). While the two documented
bomb targets may account for the remarkable abundance of bombs and bomb fragments
scattered across the golf course (DePratter and South 1995: 65-68), it is possible that
other targets existed in the vicinity between 1937 and 1946, when bombing on Parris
Island probably ceased (USACE 1999a: 2.58).
The 38BU162U 100 ft excavation yielded two practice bombs, one intact and
impacted in subsoil (Feature 56), and one broken in situ (Feature 41), as well as 34 other
bomb fragments (Figures 18, 19). Although minor variations are apparent, all of the
bombs represented are thought to be of the type designated "Miniature Practice Bomb
AN-Mk 43" (DePratter and South 1995: 66-68; USACE 1999a: Appendix A-9). These
are zinc or zinc alloy castings that were charged with a pyrotechnic signal cartridge that
discharged on impact, marking the strike. The bombs were reloadable and were not
designed to explode, but the brittle zinc alloy of which the bombs were made often was
shattered by impact or the discharge of the cartridge.

Golf Course
The Parris Island golf course was completed by 1948 (USACE 1999a: 2.58). As
noted above, the top portion of the "A" zone is typically a rich, organic golf course
topsoil containing almost exclusively post-1946 artifacts. In the 38BU162U excavation,
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this material included golfball fragments, a golf shoe cleat, a scorecard pencil, an
aluminum pull-tab, cigarette and cigar filters, modem bottle glass, cellophane, asphalt,
and gravel.
Six features in the 38BU162U excavation probably date to the golf course period,
including Features 22, 24, 26, 27, 43 and 47 (Figure 4). The first four, along with the
possible World War I feature 23, above, are roughly aligned at between five and 10
degrees west of north.
Feature 22 was a recent utility ditch that was first observed in the "A" zone and
penetrated to a depth of at least 2.8 ft into subsoil. At that point the ditch extended below
the present water table, where excavation was terminated. At 2.5 ft below surface an
unidentified, plastic-sheathed utility line was revealed but was left undisturbed.

(.

Features 24, 26 and 27 were older and more ambiguous, and there is some chance
they are World War I features. Feature 24 was a utility ditch containing an unidentified
utility line about one inch in diameter, wrapped in decomposed tarred fabric insulation or
waterproofing. The fill of Feature 24 contained abundant crushed shell, suggesting that it
was filled after World War I, but the feature was not visible until well into the "B" zone.
Feature 26 was a pipe ditch that was not seen above the bottom of the "A" zone. It
contained an iron water pipe about three inches in diameter.. A 1918 map of existing and
planned facilities at the Maneuver Grounds proposed a six-inch water line at about this
location (Rogers 1918). The fill of Feature 26, however, included an abundance of
crushed shell and a variety of small World War I period objects, as well as a fragment of
a high explosive shell, suggesting a post-World War I date. Feature 27 was a ditch of
indeterminate function, but probably of post-World War I origin. Like Feature 26,
Feature 27 appeared at the bottom of the "A" zone, and its fill included large amounts of
crushed shell, small World War I period artifacts, and a single later artifact, in this case a
practice bomb fragment. Excepting the shell fragment and bomb fragment in Features
26 and 27, respectively, it might be argued that Features 24, 26 and 27 could date to the
World War I occupation, some time after initial construction. Finally, Features 43 and 47
were isolated plow, disc, or root-rake scars of recent appearance - they may date to the
landscaping of the golf course.

CONCLUSIONS
Excavations in the pipeline trench produced evidence of a variety of occupations
spanning a period of more than 2000 years. No evidence was found to indicate that use
ofthe pipeline trench area was particularly intensive during any of the multiple
occupations present.

In the case of the Native American occupations, the lack of occupational intensity
is perhaps due to the distance from the nearest marsh. Based on distribution ofNative
American materials as seen in the boundary survey project (DePratter and South 1995),
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Figure 18. 38BUI62U-56.1ntact AN-MK 43 practice bomb impacted in subsoil.

the greatest intensity of occupation in all prehistoric and early historic period Native
American components was located along the marsh edge adjacent to the northern end of
the eighth fairway and in the vicinity of the eighth hole and ninth tee. The fact that there
was some Native American occupation in the pipeline trench area may be due, in part, to
the presence of a sinkhole (which would have provided a source of drinking water)
located only 120 ft to the south.
The Spanish artifacts found in the pipeline trench excavations suggests that there
was some sort of activity area associated with the Santa Elena occupation here. Little
work has been done on the Santa Elena periphery to date, but it seems likely that there
may have been small gardens, craft activity sheds, corrals, or other such specialized use
areas on the back side of town in the area of the pipeline trench excavation. Only
ceramic sherds, one nail head, and a lead shot composed the Spanish period artifact
assemblage, so no activity identification is possible given present evidence.
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Figure 19. 38BU162U. Bombing Range Artifacts
A. AN-MK43 practice bomb (56)
B. Aircraft fragment, riveted aluminum (58)

The Plantation Period artifact scatter is consistent with the general scatter of
artifacts of this period across the eighth and ninth fairways. No specific activities could
be identified given the assemblage recovered. The artifacts of this period do cluster
closest to Belleau Wood Road which in this location runs along an old road bed dating to
the plantation period, so there may have been a plantation period building (or buildings)
along this road in the vicinity of the pipeline trench. There are also remnants of a tabby
structure dating to this same period located about 200 ft south ofthe trench, so that the
recovered artifacts may be associated with activities centered on this tabby structure.
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The Marine Corps artifacts date primarily to the World War I era. At that time,
the area surrounding the pipeline trench was part of the Maneuver Grounds training
facility, and there is a scatter of Marine Corps materials from this period covering at least
35 acres stretching from Belleau Wood Road to the marsh to the east. Many of the
artifacts from the pipeline trench were found in the western end of the trench adjacent to
the road, and this may indicate the presence of buildings or specialized activities (which
can not at present be identified) along the road. In the east end of the pipeline trench we
found what we believe to be an entrenchment for tactical training dug during World War
I. This entrenchment appears to have stood open, in part, until the 1930s when the
southern tip of Parris Island was used as an artillery and bombing range. Our excavations
produced a number of bombs, bomb fragments, and artillery projectile fragments from
this period.
The fmal use of the area surrounding the pipeline trench has been as a part of the
Marine Corps Community Services golf course that was constructed in the late 1940s.
The project area was located between the ninth fairway and Belleau Wood Road; the
pipeline trench was bisected by a concrete cart path. The golf course-related artifacts are
the result of this recreational use of the area for more than half a century.
The area investigated for the pipeline trench provided new information on the
distribution and intensity of occupation for a variety of components in an area that had
not been previously investigated except through shovel testing for the boundary survey.
The low density of artifacts and lack of structure-related features suggests that this area
was on the periphery of activities during each of the occupation periods indicated. All
features were removed from the pipeline corridor in order to alleviate damage to
archaeological materials and features. The results of these excavations will enhance what
we know of the many occupations of the Santa Elena site during the past several
millennia.
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APPENDIX I: PROVENIENCE LOG
Pipeline trench mitigation excavation:
1
2-21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Reserved for general surfacenost provenience artifacts (not used).
Excavation squares (each 5 X 5 ft).
.
Twentieth century utility ditch, N/S, Square 2.
Twentieth century (?) ditch, N/S, UID, Square 8.
Twentieth century utility ditch, N/S, Square 2.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 2.
Twentieth century utility ditch, N/S, Squares 3,4.
Twentieth century ditch, N/S, UID, Square 4.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 4.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 4.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 5.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 5.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 6.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 6.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 7.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 7.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 19.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 8.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 9.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 10.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 10.
Practice bomb, broken in situ, Square 11.
Agricultural ditch, EIW, Squares 15-18.
Twentieth centwy plow scar (?), N/S, Square 16.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Squares 16,17.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Squares 14,15.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 14.
Twentieth centwy plow scar (?), N/S, Square 16.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 12.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Squares 12,13.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 13.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Squares 17,18.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Square 18.
Agricultural ditch, N/S, Squares 18,19.
Native American oyster shell in tree disturbance, Square 20.
Large 20th century excavation (WWI trench?), Squares 20,21.
Practice bomb, Square 7.

Other Areas:
57
58

Driving range - stripping, general surface collection.
Driving range - aircraft wreckage.
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APPENDIX II
MECHANICAL STRIPPING IN THE DRIVING RANGE

As noted in the body of this report, the improvements to the driving range
involved no excavation impact to the Santa Elena site other than the 100 ft pipeline ditch.
Rather, the range area would be filled to a depth of several feet with soil trucked in from
elsewhere on the golf course. Shovel testing on the existing driving range in 1994
revealed that the southern portion of the range was deeply graded and filled and
essentially destroyed archaeologically, but further north both disturbance and filling
appeared relatively minor. Given that the area would be deeply buried and inaccessible
for research for many years to come, a means was sought to quickly assess the resources
present - most particularly, to determine if the town of Santa Elena extended west, under
the northern portion of the existing driving range. Driving range fill appeared to overlay
subsoil in the area of interest, and mechanical stripping was chosen as a safe and
expedient method of exploration. The extent of stripping was to be dictated by fmdings
as work proceeded - it was hoped that even if the area was somewhat truncated or
disturbed that any Spanish wells, burials, or other large, deep features would be readily
apparent once the topsoil was removed. Feature mapping was the primary goal, and no
excavation was planned.
Stripping with a USMC motor grader began late on the morning ofMarch 24,
2000, and was terminated a few hours later (Figure 20). The total area cleared, most of it
only partially, was about 7000 square feet (Figure 2). A dense concentration of World
War I Maneuver Grounds features was soon evident, even before subsoil was exposed. It
was clear that the "fill" on that part ofthe driving range included both golf course fill and
an occupation/destruction zone from the Maneuver Grounds. No Spanish features or
artifacts were readily apparent, and because extensive, thorough stripping of the area
would entail damaging the reasonably intact World War I component, the effort was
abandoned. The extent of the stripped area was transit mapped, and the area was
backfilled with the motor grader.
A general artifact collection was made during the stripping process, and on three
occasions after heavy rains, collecting was repeated. Shell and much ofthe twentieth
century material was not collected, but otherwise all cultural material observed was
collected on each occasion. The resulting collection, designated 38BU162U-57 (below),
was very useful in supplementing the limited information derived from the stripping
(Figure 21). An undecorated majolica sherd was the sole Spanish artifact found, strongly
suggesting that Santa Elena did not extend into the northern part of the driving range in
any significant way. In contrast, 53 artifacts were collected that dated to the eighteenth
and nineteenth century occupation, including 35 ceramic sherds, 14 glass bottle
fragments, a leaded glass stemware fragment, two smoking pipe fragments, and two pane
glass fragments. The ceramic and bottle glass assemblages indicated a date range ofca.
1800 to ca. 1860, which is consistent with the dating of the dense plantation occupation
to the east. The shovel test data from 1994 demonstrate a continuous concentration of
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Figure 20. 38BUI62U·57. Topsoil stripping in the driving range.

plantation material from Ft. San Felipe to the driving range (Figure 12) (DePratter and
South 1995: SO-59).
The Maneuver Grounds features exposed by stripping included numerous large,
square postholes and several pipe ditches, as well as areas of dark, occupation/destruction
deposits that contained charcoal, coal, cinders, wire nails, sheet iron roofing, and iron and
ceramic water pipe fragments. Materials collected included four sherds of USMC
messhall ironstone and porcelain, and samples of ceramic pipe, wire nails, and coal. The
features and materials were consistent with a component of the Maneuver Grounds
complex comprised of semi-permanent frame buildings rather than tent streets, and
indeed the location falls in the long, north-south row of messhalls depicted on period
maps (Rogers 1918).
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Figure 21. 38BUI62U-57. Driving Range Artifacts. A. Altamaha Stamped rim sherd;
B. Columbia plain or undecorated majolica sherd; C. Dipped ware pearlware sherd;
D. Green shell edged pearlware sherd; E. Dipped ware pearlware sherd;
F. Blue shell edged whiteware sherd; G. Undecorated whiteware sherd;
H. Blue transfer printed whiteware; I. Ball clay pipe bowl fragment; J. Ball clay pipe stem fragment;
K. Gray salt glazed stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior; L. Alkaline glazed stoneware sherd;
M. Bristol glaze stoneware sherd from ale bottle; N. USMC mess hall ware porcelain sherd;
O. AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment.
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APPENDIXllI
LOCATING AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE IN THE DRIVING RANGE.
During the excavation of the 5x100 ft trench, golf course personnel mentioned the
presence of World War II era airplane wreckage in the existing driving range, at a
location that would soon be deeply buried in the fill of the new driving range (Lain
Smith, personal communication, March 2000). Until several years ago a wing protruded
from the ground, interfering with mowing and golf ball collecting. This wing was
dragged out of the way and re-buried in a shallow excavation, and an array of smaller
fragments was collected and stored in the golf course maintenance facility.
The wing was readily located and defined using a metal detector and a steel
probe, and the identity of the target was verified with a 1.5x2.0 ft excavation which
revealed a surface of riveted sheet aluminum at a depth of about 1.0 ft The wreckage
appeared extremely well preserved, showing virtually no corrosion, and with much of it's
white paint intact. A 3.7" riveted aluminum disc, which was loose in the fill, was the
only item of wreckage collected (38BUI62U-58) (Figure 18). The extent and location of
the wing were transit mapped (Figure 2). Interestingly, in 1994 an aircraft wreckage
fragment, perhaps from the same airplane, was recovered from a shovel test about 130
feet southwest of the wing location (DePratter and South 1995: 68, 136).
The identity of the aircraft and the fate of its crew are presently unknown.
Several airplanes crashed in the vicinity during the period ca.1937 to 1946, when practice
bombing and strafmg were regularly conducted over the southern end of Parris Island
(Steve Wise, personal communication: March, 2000; USACE 1999a: 2.52-2.59). The
wreckage in the driving range may belong to the Grumman Avenger dive-bomber
fuselage that can be seen on the walking tour path in the woods southeast of the golf club
house - perhaps the fuselage was dragged into the woods while the lighter wreckage was
buried in the original driving range (Figure 22). This Avenger crashed while trying to
land at Page Field in 1943 - both crewmen survived (Steve Wise, personal
communication: June 2000). In the case ofthe wing found on the driving range, the
fragments of wreckage stored at the golf course should be sufficient to identify the model
ofthe aircraft, if not its individual identity, and documentary research should provide the
historical particulars of the accident.
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Figure 22. Grumman Avenger aircraft wreckage located in the woods south of the
38BUl62U excavation area.
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APPENDIX IV
38BU162U ARTIFACT CATALOG
PROVENIENCES

3A

2A (Zone A)
USMC / Golf Course
wire nail fragments
golfball fragment
WeighedlSampled Materials
shell (sample)
coal
cinders/slag
cement
asphalt
gravel

Native American
Deptford Check Stamped sherd
Irene Plain sherd
sand tempered plain sherds
clay tempered residual sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

2
I

41g
4g
2g
9g

Spanish
olive jar sherds
18t1a/19t1a Century
colonoware sherds
pearlware sherds, undecorated
pearlware sherd, blue shell edged
pearlware sherd, flow blue transfer printed
pearlware sherd, blue hand painted (1)
dark olive green container glass fragments
ball clay pipe stem fragment
wrought nail
cut nail fragments

2B(ZoneA)

~

Native American
Refuge Plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

5

Spanish
olive jar sherds

2

18t1a/191b Century
creamware sherd
pearlware sherd, blue transfer printed
cut nail fragments
flint chunk (European)
iron spoon or fork handle

1
2
J
J

J

USMC/Golf Course
high explosive artillery shell fragments
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragments
practice bomb cartridge chamber
manganese container glass fragments
aqua container glass fragment
aqua container glass fragments (Cok~ bottle)
wire nails and fragments
redware tile fragments
white plastic cigar filter fragment

I

WeighedlSampled Materials
shell (sample)
bone
brick
cement
coal
tarpaper
sheet iron can fragments
gray paint
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

USMC/Golf Course
wire nail
redware tile fragment
WeighedlSampled Materials
shell (sample)
bone
brick
cinders/slag
gravel

433g
3g
18g
13g

2C(Zone B)
Native American
Refuge Plain sherds
Spanish
olivejar sherds
naiVspike fragment
WeighedlSampled Materials
bone
brick
cinders/slag

2
6

I

<Ig
32g
3g
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I

J
2
2
10

2
3
2
1
1

1
11
J
1
2
2
4
1
2
J
4
30
3
I

480g
6g
112g
18g
14g
17g
94g
7g
44g

44
Eu_

bWiJ4£4.@
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58
Native American
grit and sand tempered residual sherd
clay tempered residual "sherd
Spanisb
olive jar sherds

3

5C

6A
Native American
sand tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherd

WeigbedlSampled Materials
bone
coal
cement
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

USMC/Golf Course
USMC web equipment snap, button-face type
clear pane glw fragment
aqua pane glass fragments
golf ball core
white plastic cigarette filter
white plastic cigar filter fragment

1
1
2
1
I
I
50g
6g
2g
37g

7B
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
Irene (eroded) sherd

5

lStII/19dl Century
creamware sherd
USMC/Golf Course
brown container glass fragments
aqua pane glw fragment
UID green plastic fragment

S

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
coal
brick
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

No Material

Spanisb
olive jar sherds

lStII/l~ Century
cut nails and fragments

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
2
I
I

9g

7C
No Material

3g
Ig
ISg
25g

SA
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
sand tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

3
I

3

6B
USMC/Golf Course
USMC web equipment snap, button-face type
aqua container glw fragment (Cok~ bottle)
wire nails and fragments
oil lamp wick adjusbnent knob
golfball fragments

Native American
Irene Plain sherd
sand and clay tempered plain sherd
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell

14g
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
coal
slag/cinders
orange paint
asphalt
gravel

7A
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
clay tempered residual sherds

4
8
2

1
1
4
1

3
2g
6g
2g
29g
2g

Spanisb
olivejar sherd
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88
Native American
sand and clay tempered plain sherds
sand and clay tempered residual sherd

lOA
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

2
I

18111/19111 Century
colonoware sherd
cut nail fragment
Weighed/Sampled Materials
brick
cinders/slag

18111/19111 Century
ball clay pipe stem fragment
USMC/Golf Course
.30 '06 drill cartridge, head stamp "FA 8 OS"
(Frankford Arsenal, August, 1908)
.30 '06 drill cartridge, head stamp "FA 7 10"
.30 '06 drill cartridge, head stamp "FA 8 10"
.30 '06 drill ~dge, head stamp "FA 10 10"
.30 '06 drill cartridge, head stamp "FA 3 11"
.30 '06 drill cartridges, head stamp "FAil II"
.30 '06 drill cartridges, head stamp "FA 12 II"
.30 '06 drill cartridge, head stamp "FA 1 11"
.30 '06 stripper clips, brass
spark plug. "CHAMPION C-7"
golfball fragments
golfscore card pencil

4g
5g

9A
Native American
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

3

Spanish
olive jar sherd
18111/19111 Century
colonoware sherd
pearlware sherd, green shell edged

~

USMC/Golf Course
aqua container glass fragment
manganese container glass fragment
wire nails and fragments
clear pane glass fragments
aqua pane glass fragment
golfball ftagment
amber lens glass (sunglasses) fragments
WeigbedlSampled Materials
coal
brick
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

4
3

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
coal
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

1

I
4
2
I
I
3

I
I
1
1
I

2
2
1

2
1
2
1

5g
8g
2g

lOB
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
Irene Fabric Impressed sherd
kene (eroded) sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
sand and clay tempered residual sherds

3g
18g
37g

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell

2
I
1
S

2
<lg

98
IOC
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherd
sand and clay tempered residual sherd

No Material

9C
No Material
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lIA
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
sand and grit tempered residual shenk

128
Native American
Irene Complicated Stamped sherd
Irene Burnished sherd
Irene Incised sherd
clay tempered incised sherd
sand and grit-tempered residual sherds

3
9

ISUa/19 Ua Century
colonoware sherd
USMC/Golf Course
AN-MK. 43 practice bomb fragments
golf ball fragments
redware tile fragments
urn blue plastic threaded lid fragment
WeigbedlSampled Materials
brick
cinders/slag
sheet iron fragment
asphalt
gravel

WeigbedlSampled Materials
sheU
brick

3
2
3
1

2
I
3
I

USMC/Golf Course
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragments

9

2g
5g

Native American
Irene Plain sherd
Irene Stamped sherd
clay tempered incised sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

USMC/Golf Course
clear ~n~ner glass fragments (screw top jar)
sheet Iron lid fragments (screw top jar)
ceramic sewer/water pipe fragments
aluminum beverage can pull tab
golf ball fragment
WeighedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
daub (1)
asphalt
gravel

12A

I
I

1
6

34
4
6
1
I
22g
269g
8g

4
I
7

138

IS~/19Ua Century
whiteware sherd. blue transfer printed

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

I

3

lSUa/19 Ua Century
colonoware sherd

Native American
Irene Plain sherds
Irene Complicated Stamped sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
sand and clay tempered residual sherd

USMC/Golf Course
wire nail fragments
ceramic sewer/water pipe ftagments
golf ball fragments
fiberglass cigarette filter

I
I

I3A

2g
Ig
Ig

118

Native American
Irene Plain sherds
clay tempered brushed sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

I

Native American
sand tempered plain sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
2
4
2
I

2
2

13C
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
sand tempered plain sherd
clay and grit tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherd

43g
100g
3g

Spanisb
olive jar sherds

2
I

I
1
2
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14A
Native American
Irene Plain sherds
Irene Burnished sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

158
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
Irene Complicated Stamped sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

2
I

12

Spanish
Santa Elena Redware sherd

16A

USMC/Golf Course
clear container glass fragments (screw top jar) 183
brass rivet head (1)
1
12 gauge ShOtgWl cartridge case head, headstamp
"UMC Co. NEW CLUB" (Union Metallic
Cartridge Co.)
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
cinders/slag
sheet iron can fragments
concrete
asphalt

Native American
Irene Plain sherd
sand and clay tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

28g
Ig
Ig
32g
143g

USMC/Golf Course
brass leggings lacing hook
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment
wire nails and fragments
golf ball fragment
fiberglass cigarette filter
aluminum foil fragment
cellophane fragment
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
cement
asphalt

148
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
clay tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherd

1
1
3
1
I
I
I

199
5g

168

USMC/Golf Course
lead alloy shot, approx .30 caliber

Native American
sand tempered plain sherd
clay tempered plain sherd
sand and clay tempered residual sherds

15A
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
Wilmington Plain sherd
Wilmington Cord Marked sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
clay tempered residual sherd

1
1
S

ISCll/19 d1 Century
ball clay pipe bowl fragment

gravel

~

1
2
8

1
1
2

lSdln9111 Century
dark olive green container glass fragment

1
I
I

USMC/Golf Course
.50 in lead alloy shrapnel ball
brass safety pin fragment

4
I

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell

19d1/19d1 Century
colonoware sherd

6g

pearl~esherd,undecorated

USMC/Golf Course
clear container glass fragments
steel golf shoe cleat
golfball fragment
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
cement
cinders/slag
asphalt

16C

4
I

Native American
sand and grit tempered residual sherd

1
20g
14g
2g
9g

gravel
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17A
Native American
clay tempered stamped sherd
sand and clay tempered residual sherds
sand tempered residual sherd

WeighedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
cement
asphalt

1
2
1

18d1 /ICP Century
dark olive green container glass fragment
cut nail fragment

18D
Native American
Irene (eroded) sherd
clay tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
sand and clay tempered residual sherds

USMC/Golf Course
brass "F' insignia
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment
wire nail fragment
WeighedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
cement
daub (1)
asphalt

1
1
7
5

Spanish
Columbia Plain or undecorated majolica sherd

2Sg
56g
7g
4g

18d1/19d1 Century
ball clay pipe bowl fragment
USMC/Golf Course
.50 in lead-alloy shrapnel ball
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment
aqua pane glass fragment

17D
Native American
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
daub (1)
gravel

5

Spanish
fired musket/arquebus ball, approx .60 cal.

(

22g
Sg
Ig

18d1/19 d1 Century
pearlware sherds, plain

2
19A

USMC/Golf Course
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
daub (1)

Native American
Irene Complicated Stamped sherds
Irene Plain sherds
sand tempered plain sherd
clay tempered plain sherds
clay tempered stamped sherds
clay tempered (eroded) sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
clay tempered residual sherds

2g
Ig

18A
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
Irene Stamped sherd
sand and clay tempered plain sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

3
4
1

5
2
3
8
11

Spanish
Santa Elena Redware sherd
Mexican Red Painted sherd

1
1
2
7

1~/19" Century
dark olive green container glass fragment
wrought nail

18d1/1~ Century
.69 cal. rifled musket bullet,
US Burton pattern, fired (Civil War)

USMC/Golf Course
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragments
clear container glass fragments
olive green container glass fragment
aqua pane glass fragments

33g
33g
Ig

USMC/Golf Course
clear container glass .fragment
aqua container glass ftagments
steel golfshoe cleat
wire nail and fragment

2
2

1
2
1

2

1

3
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19A cont.
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick
cinders/slag
asphalt

21A

ISlll/19t11 Century
dark olive green container glass fragment

29g
3g
3g

USMC/Golf Course
manganese container glass fragment
brown container glass fragment
aqua container glass fragments (CokC«! bottle)

1
1
10

198
22
Native American
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
tb

6

Native American
Irene Burnished sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherd

t11

lS /19 Century
ball clay pipe bowl fragment
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
brick

USMC/Golf Course
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment
wire nail fragment

64g
89g

WeighedlSampled Materials
shell
cinders/slag
gravel

19C1
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell

236g
23g

Ig
28/22

190

r'

No Material

20A
Native American
sand tempered plain sherd
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
cinders/slag
concrete
asphalt

Ig
Ig
13g

208
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
St Catherines Cord Marked sherds
sand and grit tempered residual sherds
clay tempered residual sherds
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
cinders/slag

Native American
grit-tempered brushed sherd
sand tempered plain sherd
sand tempered burnished sherd
sand tempered punctuated sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

1
1
1
1
6

IStb/1911l Century
creamware sherds
pearlware sherds, dipped ware
dark olive green container glass fragments
aqua container glass fragment
ball clay pipe bowl fragment
cut nail fragment

2
4
2
1
1
1

USMC/Golf Course
.22 cal. Long Rifle cartridge case, headstamp "0"
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragments
aqua container glass fragments (CokC«! bottle)
wire nails and fragments

1
3
4
4

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell
bone
brick
coal
cement
tabby
cinders/slag
asphalt
gravel

1
2
2
2

70Sg
ISg

50

168g
<lg
31g
l1g
18g
9g
164g

~

23

WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell (sample)
brick
coal
cement
sheet iron fragment .
gravel

No Material

24

288g
7g
9g
3g
Ig

Native American
sand and grit tempered plain sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sberd

28
WeigbedlSampled Materials
shell (sample)

131g

WeighedlSampled Materials
shell
gravel

4g

25
Native American
Irene Plain sherd
sand and clay tempered plain

29
WeighedlSampled Materials
shell

<lg

26
30

~

Native American
sand and clay tempered (eroded) sherd
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

2

USMC/Golf Course
ceramic sewer/water pipe fragment

Spanish
olivejar sherds

3

WeigbedlSampled Materials
she))

1

USMC/Golf Course
copper rotating band fragment
(high explosive artillery shell)
wire nail fragment
WeighedlSampled Materials
shell (sample)
bone
brick
daub (?)
tarpaper
cinders/slag
gravel

31 through 39
No material

SS3g
<Ig
3g
6g
Ig

40
Native American
sand and grit tempered residual sherd

109

41

27
Native American
sand and grit tempered residual sherds

3

Spanish
olive jar sherds

3

USMC/Golf Course
AN-MK 43 practice bomb fragment
wire nail fragments
redware tile fragment
brass chain (oil can?)

Sg

USMC/Golf Course
AN·MK 43 practice bomb - broken in situ

42 and 43
No material

I

2
I
1

~
51
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57 cont.
USMC/Golf Course
USMC messhall ironstone/porcelain
sherds
ceramic sewer/water pipe fragments
wire nails
AN-MK 43 practice ~omb fragment
golfball (sample)

4
3
2
1
I

Weighed/Sampled Materials
brick
coal

53

